
 

If you're looking for an awesome movie to watch, check out Student of the Year. It's a Bollywood film starring Tiger Shroff
who has to balance his social life with academic achievement at St. Teresa's High School. When he was first starting school, he
encounters Maya, the school dance champion who is popular and rebellious. But as they continue their journey to graduation
day, they both learn what it takes to succeed in love and in life. Tiger Shroff is the perfect young man that every young girl
hopes to date. He's funny, charming, handsome, and athletic. And he can dance better than anyone else at St. Teresa's High
School. College is becoming more difficult for him since he is competing with his best friends for the top position in their class.
He wants to achieve his goal of getting into college on his own merit, not by following in the footsteps of his father who is a
very successful businessman. But when he meets Maya, he knows she can help him achieve his goals.

Tiger Shroff is out for revenge after an incident at school that occurred five years ago. He plans to get into college on his own
merit, not by following in the footsteps of his father who is a businessmen. His group of friends are also trying to find ways to
impress their high school teachers so they can get into college as well. Tiger has an open invitation to St. Teresa's High School so
he decides to attend the school and take over the dance team from Maya who has been winning competitions with them for four
years straight. But his plan goes awry when he meets Maya who is also attending St. Teresa's. He winds up being on the dance
team with her and the two of them have a chance meeting at a party where they talk about their academic future and what they
want to do when they get out of high school. But Tiger is not only trying to impress Maya, he is also trying to impress his high
school teachers so that he can get into college on his own merit, not by following in the footsteps of his father who is a very
successful businessman. He has an open invitation to St. Theresa's High School so he decides to attend the school and take over
the dance team from Maya who has been winning competitions with them for four years straight. But his plan goes awry when
he meets Maya who is also attending St. Teresa's. He winds up being on the dance team with her and the two of them have a
chance meeting at a party where they talk about their academic future and what they want to do when they get out of high
school. But Tiger is not only trying to impress Maya, he is also trying to impress his high school teachers so that he can get into
college on his own merit, not by following in the footsteps of his father who is a very successful businessman. He has an open
invitation to St. Theresa's High School so he decides to attend the school and take over the dance team from Maya who has been
winning competitions with them for four years straight.
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